
[St.K. Kongressakten, Kart. 3, Fas. 5, fol. 3/84r-88v, Beilage M, Schreiben Castlereaghs an 

Metternich und Wessenberg] 

 

Lord Castlereagh deeming it his Duty, under the Orders he has received, shortly to record the 

sentiments of his Court upon the Polish Arrangements now in Progress, takes leave, as the 

least inconvenient mode of doing so, to send the accompanying Note (Circular) to his 

Colleagues, requesting if they see no objection that it may make a part of the Protocol of their 

last Conference. 

 

Vienna January 12 1815. 

 

The Undersigned, His Britannic Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and 

His Plenipotentiary to the Congress of Vienna, in desiring the present Note, concerning the 

Affairs of Poland, may be entered on the Protocol, has no Intention to revive Controversy or 

to impede the Progress of the Arrangements now in Contemplation. His only Object is to avail 

himself of this occasion of temperately recording by the express orders of his Court the 

sentiments of the British Government upon an European Question of the utmost Magnitude & 

Importance. 

The Undersigned has had occasion in the Course of the Discussions at Vienna, for reasons 

that need not now be gone into, repeatedly & earnestly to oppose himself on the part of his 

Court to the Creation of a Polish Kingdom in Union with and making a Part of the Imperial 

Crown of Russia. 

The desire of his Court to see an Independent Power, more or less considerable in Extent, 

established in Poland under a distinct Dynasty and as an intermediate State between the three 

great Monarchies, has uniformly been avowed; and if the Undersigned has not been directed 

to press such a Measure, it has only arisen from a disinclination to excite, under all the 

apparent Obstacles to such an Arrangement, Expectations which might prove an unavailing 

Source of discontent among the Poles. 

The Emperor of Russia, continuing as it is declared still to adhere to his Purpose of erecting 

that Part of the Duchy of Warsaw, which is to fall under H. I. M’
s
 Dominion, together with his 

other Polish Provinces, either in whole or in Part, into a Kingdom under the Russian Sceptre, 

& their Austrian and Prussian Majesties, the Sovereigns most immediately interested, having 

ceased to oppose themselves to such an Arrangement, the Undersigned (adhering never the 

less to all his former Representations on this Subject) has only sincerely to hope that none of 



those Evils may result from this Measure to the tranquillity of the North & to the general 

Equilibrium of Europe, which it has been his painful Duty to anticipate. But in order to 

obviate as far as possible such consequences it is of essential Importance to establish the 

public Tranquillity throughout the Territories, which formerly constituted the Kingdom of 

Poland, upon some solid and liberal Basis of common Interest, by applying to all, however 

various may be their political Institutions, a congenial and conciliatory System of 

Administration. 

Experience has proved that it is not by counteracting all their habits and Usages as a People, 

that either the Happiness of the Poles or the Peace of that important Portion of Europe can be 

preserved. A fruitless attempt, too long persevered in by Institutions foreign to their Manners 

and Sentiments to make them forget their Existence & even Language as a People, has been 

sufficiently tried & failed. It has only tended to excite a Sentiment of discontent & Self-

degradation & can never operate otherwise than to provoke Commotion and to awaken them 

to a recollection of past Misfortunes. 

The Undersigned, for these Reasons and in cordial concurrence with the general Sentiments, 

which he has had the Satisfaction to Observe the respective Cabinets entertain on this Subject, 

ardently desires, that the Illustrious Monarchs, to whom the Destinies of the Polish Nation are 

confided, may be induced, before they depart from Vienna, to take an Engagement with each 

other to treat as Poles, under whatever Form of political Institutions they may think fit to 

govern them, the Portions of that Nation that may be placed under their respective 

Sovereignties; the knowledge of such a determination, which best tend to conciliate the 

general sentiment to their Rule & to do Honor to the several Sovereigns in the eyes of their 

Polish Subjects. This course will consequently afford the surest prospect of their living 

peaceably & contentedly under their respective Governments. If such should happily be the 

result, the Object, which H. R. H. the Prince Regent has most at heart, namely the Happiness 

of that People, will have been secured and it will only remain for H. R. H. most anxiously to 

hope, that none of those dangers to the liberties of Europe may ever be realized, which might 

justly be apprehended from the Reunion of a powerful Polish Monarchy with the still more 

powerful Empire of Russia, if at any time hereafter the military force of both should be 

directed by an ambitious & warlike Prince. 


